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Exhibiting
TIPS
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Tip 67 – Don’t be afraid to be bold 
and create a striking impression

Exhibitors consider many factors in laying out their exhibit 
pages. One of the most basic issues exhibitors face in laying 
out an exhibit is determining what size paper to use for which 
items. Many of us use large (11 x 17) paper for large items. 
Some of us use large paper to show multiple covers that are 
related to each other. Very few of us use large paper to show a 
set of single stamps. Carlos Vergara, in his visually stunning 
gold-medal-winning exhibit The 1910 Hahn Reprints of Chile: 
The plan, players, process and product, did just that. Figures 1 
and 2 are two pages that show how it works so brilliantly. 

His exhibit of the Hahn reprints of Chile posed challenges as 
there are over 120 varieties of these reprints. Although many 
exhibitors would separate such a large set of stamps into sub-
groups by paper type, printing types, or colors, Carlos did not. 
Carlos said, in response to my query as to how he thought of 
this way to display his material  “I opted to show the original 
sequence as determined by those who created it, with the basic 
division of recess vs. lithographed being the main differentia-
tor…. the ‘missing’ spaces have received some criticism, but 
I show the set this way to be transparent as to the fact that the 
quest is not quite complete.”

The use of large paper was perfect for showing the Hahn 
color wheel in its original order.  Carlos would not have 
created such a striking – almost breathtaking – exhibit if he 
had used regular size pages. Showing these stamps on large 
paper made for a beautiful exhibit. And those blank spaces? 
They serve the exact purpose that Carlos intended and did not 
detract from the exhibit’s gold medal status. 

[Editor’s Note: On page 11 in the May issue of ASD&C, 
we reported on the new book on philatelic exhibiting by 
Jamie Gough (see illustrations on the following page)—and 
his thoughts on the overall organization of a prize-winning 
exhibit. We note that Jamie was among the early proponents of 
utilizing larger-sized pages in one’s exhibit—something he has 
been doing since he won the APS Champion of Champions in 
1992 with his The Evolution and Use of Adhesives for Postage 
Due, 1790-1954.]
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Tip 68 - Don’t neglect the American Philatelic 
Research Library (APRL) as a source of 
information about and examples of exhibits

Included within the collection of the APRL are CDs and 
photocopies of exhibits. I particularly recommend the exhibits 
published by the British North American Philatelic Society Ltd. 
The society scans and prints copies of selected exhibits. Three of 
these that I had the occasion to review in depth after borrowing 
them from the APRL are: 

• Imperial Penny Postage of 1898
• The Dominion of Canada: The Large Queens 1868-1896 by 

Fred G. Fawn
• British Colony of Canada 1865 Second Bill Stamp Issue by 

Richard Fleet
These are full color reproductions of the exhibits and they are 

wonderful. These exhibits include, beyond marvelous material, 
wonderful novel methods for exhibiting specialized material. 
There are many reasons to use the APRL; having the opportunity 
to review exhibits of this caliber at one’s leisure is one of the 
primary reasons I use the library. There are a great many exhibits 
which reflect a wide range of collecting areas in the APRL. 
Information about these exhibits can be accessed through the 
Library’s web site: http://stamps.org/About-the-Library

Tip 69 – Share a copy of your 
exhibit with the APRL

When you have completed your exhibit, consider forwarding a 
copy (printed or scanned) to the APRL. 

An exhibit frequently reflects knowledge and information not 
easily available in other places; exhibitors frequently search out 
information that is not commonly known and short of the exhibi-
tor preparing a monograph, the exhibit may be the only place 
where the information is made available

The copy of the exhibit serves as a historical record for what 
you did with your subject. Your exhibit might be the only one 
addressing your subject in the entire library. You would be 
performing a service to those who may wish to exhibit similar 
material in the future so they know how you approached it.

    Jamie Gough 
with his recently-
published book on 
the changing para-
digm of philatelic 
exhibiting.


